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ABSTRACT
Trading with strategies based on market indicators
has become commonplace, especially in the domain of
automated trading. A wide variety of different indicators
and heuristics are available.

In this research, we use deep learning via natural
language processing to create sentiment driven trading
indicators. We figure out if there is a correlation between
market sentiment and bitcoin price movements using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient and how these sentiment
driven indicators can be used to create trading strategies.
The aforementioned sentiment driven trading strategies
are then compared to other trading strategies.

Surprisingly, it was found that market sentiment does
not correlate with bitcoin price movements. On the
contrary, bitcoin related tweet volume (how trending
bitcoin is a topic) did correlate with bitcoin price
movements. The sentiment driven trading strategy
implemented based on tweet volume was the most
profitable strategy created. It outperformed simply
buying and holding bitcoin by 72.37%. Thus it can
be inferred that sentiment driven trading indicators can
manifest profitable trading strategies.

Keywords
Bitcoin, Market sentiment, Trading indicators, Natural
language processors, Classifiers, Sentiment analysis

1 Introduction
“If crypto succeeds, it’s not because it empowers
better people, it’s because it empowers better
institutions” – Vitalik Buterin (#LearnCrpto)

1.1 Overview

Bitcoin has emerged as a fascinating phenomenon in the
financial markets. Without any central authority issuing
the currency, bitcoin has been associated with controversy.
Ever since its popularity, bitcoin has been accompanied
by increased public interest. Here, we contribute to the
discussion by examining the potential drivers of bitcoin price
movements, from fundamental sources to speculative and
technical ones (Ladislav Kristoufek, 2015).[1]

There are several sentiments describe in literature which
can impact bitcoin trading. One such sentiment is investor
sentiment, which could play an important role. For instance,
Baig et al. (2019), shows that investor sentiment of bitcoin
can affect its return. On the other hand, López-Cabarcos et
al. (2019), indicates that investor sentiment of stocks can
predict bitcoin volatility. Other factors which can impact
the price of cryptocurrencies include supply and demand,
the cost of mining, government regulations, power of social
media and economical crises. As per Gerritsen (2020), there
are seven families of trading rules which were publicised
prior to the emergence of bitcoin trading on exchanges.[2]
They are the moving average (MA), trading range breakout,
moving average convergence divergence (MACD), rate of
change (ROC), on-balance volume (OBV), relative strength
index (RSI) and Bollinger band method (BB).

It was noted in the literature that all factors, sentiments
and statistical trading rules give an individual an indication
of whether the price of cryptocurrency is going to go higher
or lower, but none of them give a specified percentage for
price movement.

The author would like to develop an algorithm which
delivers the strength of indicators, considering market
sentiment and trading rules impacting the price of
cryptocurrency using natural language processing. The
author also aims to compare the price of bitcoin against the
profitability of sentiment driven trading using the devised
algorithm. Later the author would like to provide conclusions
and future improvements based on the findings of the
research.

1.2 Research Question

Under what circumstance is sentiment analysis a profitable
trading indicator?
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1.2.1 Sub Questions
(a) Does bitcoin market sentiment correlate to bitcoin

market price?
(b) What kind of sentiment based indicators trigger a

profitable trade?

2 Review of Literature
2.1 Understanding Cryptocurrency
According to Wolfgang Karl Härdle, Campbell R Harvey and
Raphael C G Reule (2020), cryptocurrency refers to a type
of digital asset that uses a distributed ledger or blockchain
technology to enable a secure transaction.[3] Although this
technology is widely misunderstood, many central banks are
considering to launch their own national cryptocurrency.

Yukun Liu Aleh Tsyvinski (2018), states that
cryptocurrency is a recent phenomenon that is receiving
significant attention. On the one hand it is based on a
fundamentally new technology. The potential of which is not
fully understood. On the other hand, at least in the current
form, it fulfils similar functions to other more traditional
assets. Is cryptocurrency a form of currency, a commodity,
a stake in a technological breakthrough, or a completely
different instrument? Can the price of a cryptocurrency
be extrapolated by factors available for other asset classes?
Which industries may be affected by the development of
blockchain technology?[4]

According to Wei-Ying Nie et el (2020), cryptocurrency
is attracting more and more people who are ready to invest.
Cryptocurrency could be seen as another safe haven asset,
due to its popularity in the financial market.[5]

2.2 Understanding Bitcoin
Bitcoin has emerged as the leading digital currency and
an investment destination that offers investors a novel
opportunity (Dyhrberg, 2016; Bouri et al., 2017).[6, 7]

According to Jordi Herrera-Joancomartí (2014), Bitcoin
has emerged as the most successful cryptocurrency, since
its appearance back in 2009.[8] Besides bitcoin’s security
robustness, two main properties have probably been its key
to success: anonymity and decentralization. Bitcoin is an
online virtual currency based on public key cryptography,
proposed in 2008 in a paper authored by someone behind
the pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin became fully
functional in January, 2009. Its broad adoption, facilitated
by the availability of exchange markets allowing easy
conversion with traditional currencies (EUR or USD), has
brought it to be the most successful virtual currency. Bitcoin
avails of a public ledger, so all transactions on the network
are readily viewable.

2.3 Understanding Different Market
Sentiments for Cryptocurrency

Researchers have begun studying the determinants of
cryptocurrency indicators. For example, factors such as a
cryptocurrency’s technical indicators (e.g., Gerritsen et al.,
2019) and the impact of media attention (e.g. Philippas
et al., 2019) might be related to the performance of
cryptocurrency markets.[2][9]

Moreover, macroeconomic factors such as political
uncertainty and global economic activity might be associated
with the performance of the cryptocurrency bitcoin. A lack of
intrinsic valuation methods for bitcoin has led many traders
to explore the predictive power of exogenous variables such as
bitcoin popularity and attention (Kristoufek, 2015; Dastgir
et al., 2019)[1, 10], trading volume (Blacilar et al., 2017)[11],
hashing difficulty (Hayes, 2017)[12], other cryptocurrencies
(Bouri et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2019)[13, 14], geopolitical
risks (Aysan et al., 2019)[15] , economic uncertainty (Demir
et al., 2018)[16] , stock market uncertainty (Bouri et al.,
2017)[7], and energy/commodity prices (Hayes, 2017; Bouri
et al., 2018).[12, 17] Importantly, bitcoin prices seem to
not take an unpredictable path but to exhibit inefficiency
instead (Tiwari et al., 2018)[18], possibly emanating from
its short history and the irrational behaviours of its market
participants (Bouri et al., 2019).[13]

Kristoufek (2015), classifies potential pricing variables
into three categories: economic drivers, technical drivers
and attractiveness (popularity).[1] Examples of economic
drivers measuring the demand for a cryptocurrency are the
ratio between trade and exchange transaction volume, the
number of transactions excluding exchange transactions and
estimated output volume and the total number of bitcoins
in circulation. Examples of technical drivers are the hash
rate and the difficulty of mining. Variables capturing the
popularity of bitcoin as an investment are the number of
Wikipedia searches and metrics reported by Google Trends.
Kristoufek’s (2015) study also includes a financial stress
index and gold prices to assess the relationship between
cryptocurrency and variables considered as safe havens under
financial turmoil. The main conclusion in Kristoufek’s (2015)
study is that the price of bitcoin is mainly driven by investors’
interest in the cryptocurrency and not by macro economic
fundamentals or financial ratios.[1]

2.4 Techniques Used to Measure Market
Sentiments

Following Gerritsen (2021), we discuss seven families of
trading rules which were publicised prior to the dawn of
exchanges facilitating bitcoin trading.[2] The first family of
rules we test are moving averages. Brock et al. (1992:
1733) states that moving average (MA) rules belong to
the “most popular technical rules” applied in practice.[19]
Academically, these rules have gained considerable attention
(e.g., Neely et al.).[20] MA rules generally issue a buy/sell
signal when the actual price, or a relatively recent average
price, exceeds (is below) a longer-term average of the stock
price. As recent prices, we use the 1-day, 2-day and 5-day
averages, and for longer-term averages we use the 50-day,
150-day and 200-day averages.

A second rule that belongs to the most widely used
indicators (Brock et al., 1992), is the so-called trading
range breakout, also known as support and resistance
levels. This indicator signals minimum and maximum prices,
respectively, for which a security has traded over the past n
days. Following Brock et al. (1992) we apply 50, 150 and
200 days for n. [19] A buy signal is issued when the price of
bitcoin exceeds the recent maximum. A sell signal is issued
when it is below a recent minimum.

The third set of rules concerns moving average convergence
divergence (Murphy, 1999). This rule is associated with
three trading indicators. One follows from the moving
average convergence divergence (MACD) itself, the others
from the MACD signal line and the MACD histogram. The
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fourth rule is the rate of change (ROC) (Taylor and Allen,
1992). This rule relates the current price to the price
n days ago. A common time period used is 10 trading
days. Fifth, on-balance volume (OBV) is the best-known
indicator based on trading volume (Granville, 1963). The
OBV indicator stipulates that volume precedes price changes.
The assumption of the OBV indicator is that rising prices
reflect positive volume pressure, which in turn can lead to
higher prices.

As a sixth rule, we use the relative strength index (RSI).
Wong et al. (2003) suggests that the RSI is the most
frequently used counter trend indicator. The RSI is an
oscillator with a level between 0 and 100. According to the
RSI, a level higher than 70 usually indicates that bitcoin has
risen but is now overbought (i.e., one should sell the stock).
A level lower than 30 indicates the converse.

Seventh, and last, the second counter trend indicator is
the Bollinger band method (BB). This rule is related to MA
trading rules because the BB method contains a moving
average, around which two bands are plotted (Bollinger,
2001). According to Lento et al. (2007), using a contrarian’s
approach, the BB method outperforms the buy-and-hold
strategy.[21, 22]

2.5 Observations and Literature Analysis
However, prior studies regarding the efficiency of bitcoin,
assess predictability based on a departure from a random
walk (e.g., Tiwari et al., 2018), without offering any practical
inferences for the sake of bitcoin traders.[18] Furthermore,
the extent to which technical trading rules perform when
applied to bitcoin prices remains unclear. Although bitcoin
has frequently been discussed on various financial blogs and
even in mainstream financial media, the research community
is still primarily focused on the currency’s technical, safety
and legal issues. Discussion about the economic and financial
aspects remains relatively spare.[23]

Trading stocks is related to human psychology. One tries
to predict whether a stock is going up or down in value. One
can profit off of this volatility if they have the right entry
and exit points. To get the right entry and exist points one
needs to have a trading signal. When this signal is triggered
a buy/sell order is executed. This had me wondering
whether one could use artificial intelligence to gather market
sentiment as a means of creating a trading signal. To do
this one needs to use natural language processing One tries
to predict whether a stock is going up or down in value. A
weakness that traditional trading strategies have is that they
have no knowledge of current events which can greatly affect
the price of a certain stock or asset. Here we will avail of
market sentiment to try and better predict the future price
of bitcoin. Many researches have been carried out on market
sentiment prior to this body of work.

The current literature contains sentiment driven trading
using a wide array of different natural language processors,
market sentiment heuristics and data set retrieval methods.
They analyse factors such as tweet count and tweet volume
compared to the price of bitcoin. Once the author has the
tweets, we also need some way to gauge market sentiment
from them. For this we will avail of some deep learning
techniques with natural language processing.

In the book, 2017 IEEE Symposium Series on
Computational Intelligence, they were able to predict
upcoming crashes and withdraw profit. This was done
using sentiment analysis. They were able to outperform the
market. [24] In the journal SMU Data Science Review, it was

found that tweet volume rather than tweet sentiment was
a key indicator of price prediction. In tandem with google
trends search volume, they were able to predict the price
of bitcoin.[25] Both pieces of literature above used Twitter
as a source of market sentiment. In this research paper
we perform comparisons and observe what effects different
variables have on the trading signal. Seeing whether tweet
volume has any bearing on market sentiment and the price of
bitcoin is something we will investigate in this research paper
and it is then related back to the trading signal .

In this piece of literature a naive prediction model was used
to create a signal. This model yielded an 83% accuracy rate,
however, it outlines that further improvements to the lexicon
and thus natural language processing would be needed to
make more conclusive results.[26] In the journal, SMU Data
Science Review , they use google trends search volume in
combination with Twitter tweets as a way to collect market
sentiment.They utilise a linear model that processes tweets
and Google Trends data. As in the rest of the literature,
Abraham et al. were able to predict the future price of bitcoin
using market sentiment. [25]

In this piece of literature Twitter and StockTwit are
availed of as sources of market sentiment. Kendall
cross-correlations and non-parametric transfer entropy were
used to attain a trading signal. It was concluded that market
sentiment and the price of bitcoin are interconnected. [27]
Research published in the The Journal of Risk Finance found
that there was a correlation between media sentiment and the
price of bitcoin. This piece of literature uses psycho-semantic
dictionaries on Twitter tweets to generate a trading signal.
[28]

Traditional trading bots such as freqtrade use non
sentiment driven trading indicators to make trades. [29] One
advantage that sentiment driven trading bots have is that
they can react to changes in market sentiment due to recent
news articles. Countless sentiment driven trading bots are
on the market at the moment such as Whitebird which is the
successor of Blackbird.[30] Furthermore, there is a sizeable
amount of literature available on the topic of sentiment driven
trading bots as seen in this section. 3.3.

Identifying trading indicators is no easy feat as one
must account for many factors which may be confounding
variables.

What makes this research unique is that it focuses on
creating a profitable trading signal and analysis what factors
trigger said trading indicator. This research will give a
detailed trading signal by producing both entry and exit
points. An individual using a trading bot to get a sense of
the strength of a given indicator. This allows them to gauge
the risk they take on. Different factors such as tweet, retweet,
sentiment categories and the indicator trigger acceptance
criterion were experimented with to see if they can manifest
a good trading indicator. A quasi-experimental study was
chosen because full control of the independent variable is
not achievable and because the author has an exploratory
hypothesis. Moreover, sentiment analysis indicators are then
compared with more traditional indicators such as bitcoin
mining prices and freqtrade by back testing. [29, 31]

3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction to Methodology
Our methodology contains both qualitative and quantitative
metrics. To analyse the bitcoin market via sentiment
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analysis, one needs to avail of concrete metrics such as the
percentage of profit attained over one month using trading
strategy X. While aggregating market sentiment at a given
point in time, we also need qualitative data. Categorical data
is also collected when it comes to deciphering where people
gather market sentient from and what sentiment categories
are most influential. The combination of these two methods
should yield complementary results.

In order to determine the sentiment of the market with
regard to bitcoin we need a platform on which to evaluate
sentiment. We will use twitter as they have an open source
API.[25] This will make it easier for future work to build on
top of this as there is no proprietary software.

We will make use of two twitter bitcoin tweet data-sets.
Our First data-set 1 already has market sentiment marked in
and will be used as training data. 1 being positive sentiment,
0 being neutral sentiment and -1 being negative sentiment.
Our second data-set2 is one which contains bitcoin tweets
between February and June.

3.2 Quantitative Analysis
In quantitative analysis, I am planning to use a deep
learning technique called transformer-based machine learning
technique. This will be used to process tweets into market
sentiments. It takes the tweets and evaluates whether the
signals are positive or negative based on the natural language
processing. ROBERTA (BERT) is a language neural network
that takes text as input and can process text for a number
of tasks, from sentiment analysis to speech prediction to
language translation. The Transformer architecture of BERT
is bidirectional and can learn context from both directions.
Stacking two encoders we get BERT. BERT can be used for
sentiment analysis.[32] BERT is pre-trained using Masked
Language Modelling and does not require any labelling as in
our old design. These “masked tokens” are simply missing
words in a sentence, for which BERT fills in the gaps.
Simultaneously, next sentence prediction (NSP) is used for
BERT to understand the context of a sentence. After this
BERT can be fine tuned for a specific task. In this case
predicting whether a given tweet has positive, negative or
neutral market sentiment.

Figure 1: How BERT learns

In figure 1 one can see how BERT makes use of vector
spaces to create a minimum spanning tree. The distance
of each word from one another and the recovered syntax
from transformed BERT vectors give this natural language
processor the context of a sentence and allows it to process
text to market sentiment effectively. RoBERTa is an

1https://data.world/mercal/btc-tweets-sentiment
2https://www.kaggle.com/kaushiksuresh147/bitcoin-tweets

?select=Bitcoin_tweets.csv

optimized version of BERT which performs better than
BERT.[33] RoBERTa gets rid of next sentence prediction
(NSP) in its pre-training phase and has dynamic masking.
Data masking is when certain words(tokens) are covered and
RoBERTa has to predict what tokens to add in its place.
Dynamic masking is when which tokens will be masked is
not predetermined.3

Figure 2: Masking

We will use RoBERTa for the purposes of tweet analysis
because of the advantages in performance it has shown over
BERT. We can use RoBERTa via the python package Ernie
which avails of Keras and Tensorflow.[34, 35]

3.3 Quantitative Analysis Data
Collection

An online survey consisting of 3 multiple choice questions
and one ranking question was created4. The purpose of
this survey was to collect qualitative data, from which some
interesting findings may be drawn. The survey was designed
to be short and easy for a respondent to fill in. The survey
was created on Qualtrics because it offers many analysis tools
and has a seamless user interface. One can preview there
questions in mobile and tablet form.[36] The survey took
place over a 10 day period in which respondents answered
questions online. The multiple choice questions gathered
data on whether one has traded before and which sources
they gather market sentiment from. The ranking based
question asked participants to order different types of market
sentiment from most to least influential.

3.4 Algorithm
As aforementioned, the project uses market sentiment to
deduce how to trade bitcoin. In a reinforcement learning
system the agent usually chooses the best policy based on a
given reward system, however trading based on sentiment
automatically gives out a policy. Consequently, rather
than focusing on what behaviour would help maximize
profit, we needed to focus on how sentiment trading can be
mimicked and what methods would be suitable. Therefore,
RoBERTa: a robustly optimized Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers pre-training approach
was chosen. RoBERTa is a transformer-based machine
learning technique that avails of deep learning. It is the

3https://blog.inten.to/papers-roberta-a-robustly-optimized-
bert-pretraining-approach-7449bc5423e7

4https://ql.tc/jr3fAx
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natural language processor(NLP) we use to process incoming
tweet data and aggregate market sentiment from. The
advantage of RoBERTa are mentioned in the literature
section 2. Given this market sentiment, trades can then be
made when a trading indicator is triggered. We firstly use
data-set 1 to train our NLP. We train of 80% of the data and
test on 20% of the data. Both the training set and the testing
set are drawn from the same population. This means that the
model expects the same distribution of features in the test set
as in the training set. Thus, the data is first shuffled to avoid
bias. Then the data is cleaned. The objective of cleaning is
to limit white noise. Characters such as punctuation, special
characters, numbers, and terms are removed because they do
not affect sentiment and may confuse the classifier.5

>>> import preprocessor as p
>>> tweet = "@# Buy Bitcoin :) :) :) :) "
>>> print(p.clean(tweet))
Buy Bitcoin
We then train the classifier on some NLP. We set epochs to 5,
in line with the work of (Hao,Yaru and Dong et al. 2019).[37]
In this case it was RoBERTa, had a low loss and an accuracy
of just over 90%. We now have a model that can predict the
sentiment of bitcoin tweets.

The second data set was sorted by date and every 50th

tweet was chosen for processing. This was done because
performing text analysis on 500,000 tweets was taking many
hours and the machine did not have enough processing
power in the given time span. An even distribution of
tweets throughout the months was collected. All of which
are available on Github, see footnote 5. Tweets from the
second data-set were read by a csv reader and a sentiment
score was appended to each tweet. This sentiment score
was appended by RoBERTa using deep learning and natural
language processing as depicted in figures 1 and 2. After
this a bitcoin price is appended to each tweet for a given
date.[38] We now have a tweet with date, bitcoin price and
market sentiment. From here we group tweet data date and
get the average market sentiment on a given day in section
4.2.1. The Author also gets the aggregate market sentiment
in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

r =
n

(∑
xy

)
−

(∑
x
) (∑

y
)√[

n
∑

x2 −
(∑

x
)2

] [
n

∑
y2 −

(∑
y
)2

]
Figure 3: Pearson’s correlation coefficient formula

To analyse all the graphs plotted. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is used and it tests if there is a linear relationship
between two variables. 3

Once we get some sort of correlation, we can make use of
a trading indicator to make a trading strategy. All averages
for each strategy were calculated based on the data set given.
In real trading, one can take the average of the last 100
days. One such strategy the author devised was coined
“The Market Sentiment and Market Count Strategy”. This
strategy triggers a buy order when market sentiment is less
than the average sentiment per day and when the volume of
tweets is greater than average number of tweets per day. It
triggers a sell order when market sentiment is greater than

5https://github.com/Singpurwala/SentimentTradingSignals

average sentiment per day and when the volume of tweets is
less than average number of tweets per day.

“The Count Strategy” is a similar strategy. This strategy
triggers a buy order when the volume of tweets is greater
than the average volume of tweets per day multiplied by 1.5.
It triggers a sell order when the volume of tweets is less than
half the average number of tweets per day.

A completed trade is one where a buy order is firstly issued
and a subsequent sell order is issued. These are the only types
of valid trades. In python this is expressed in sudo code as
if not alreadyBought and triggeredBuyOrder:

buyOrderPlaced()
alreadyBought = True

if alreadyBought and triggeredSellOrder:
sellOrderPlaced()
alreadyBought = False

Listing 1: How a buy/sell trigger is handled

This trading strategy is then compared to FreqTrade’s
various default trading strategies. Freqtrade tests its
strategies using backtesting and we do the same on our
dataset.[39]

4 Findings & Analysis
4.1 Qualitative Results
Media articles and public opinion on social media can greatly
affect the price of a certain asset and market sentiment. This
can be seen throughout this literature review in section 2.
The results of the ranking question from the survey can be
seen is Table 1. The aim was to conduct a survey with
over 50 participants and ascertain what platforms are best to
gather market sentiment from. 71 out of the 77 respondents
completed the survey. Analysis was conducted on these 71
participants.

Sentiment type
Rank Political Famous People Mainstream Media Other
Rank 1 23% 23% 28% 26%
Rank 2 38.5% 32% 22% 7.5%
Rank 3 26% 29% 32% 13%
Rank 4 12.5% 16% 18% 53,5%

Table 1: Ranked Political Sentiment

To find out which sentiment type the respondents thought
were most important, this survey made use of positional
voting on a ranking question. The question was: Rank
these sentiments in order from most to least important.
(1) being most and (4) being least. Political sentiment
was the most influential type of sentiment, with Famous
People’s sentiment and Mainstream Media sentiment closely
following, in accordance with the Borda count method. [40]

Following the question, “Where do you get your trading
news from?”, it was divulged that 42% of respondents
get their trading new from social media, whilst 22% of
respondents get their trading news from trading websites.
The remaining respondents got their trading news from other
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miscellaneous sources. software. Our qualitative results
support the hypothesis that market sentiment may correlate
with bitcoin price movements because the many of the
respondents get there trading news from social media. It
is a fair assumption that if they get their trading news from
social media that social media has an effect on their trading
habits. This serves as a segue in to section 4.2, quantitative
results, which provides concrete findings.

4.2 Quantitative Results

4.2.1 Market Sentiment Against Bitcoin Price

To answer sub research question one, it was found that there
is a relationship between the price of bitcoin and market
sentiment. Surprisingly however, that relationship was not
linear. A Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.06 was present
which means that there is no correlation.

Figure 4: Sentiment Against Bitcoin Price

We can see in figure 4 that market sentiment fluctuates
much more readily than the price of bitcoin. There may be
some other type of non linear correlation between these two
variables. For now though, it can be inferred that market
sentiment and bitcoin price are not linear correlated.

4.2.2 Tweet Volume and Market Sentiment
Against Bitcoin Price

Figure 5: Sentiment & Tweet Volume Against Bitcoin
Price

Here we aggregated market sentiment over a given day as
in the previous section. What differed was that market
sentiment was combined with tweet volume, to compare to
bitcoin price movements.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient was found to be 0.81
which shows a somewhat positive correlation. Depicted in
figure 7

4.2.3 Famous People’s Sentiment

Figure 6: Famous Peoples’ Aggregated Market Sentiment

Here only tweets posted by people with over 10,000 followers
were considered for analysis. There was some correlation
found but it was less than that in section 4.2.2
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient was found to be 0.54
which shows a somewhat positive correlation. Depicted in
figure 8

4.3 Trading Strategies
The trading strategies were both profitable. We created a
data-frame object of all buy triggers and all sell triggers.
Only triggers in accordance with listing 1 in section 3.4. All
figures are available in the appendices.

4.3.1 The Market Sentiment and Market Count
Strategy

Firstly, lets look at “The Market Sentiment and Market
Count Strategy”. The buy triggers are seen in figure 9.
The sell triggers are seen in figure 10 in appendix C. In
our data set from the start date (10/02/2021) to the end
date (25/05/2021), bitcoins price went from $44855.62 to
$38378.96. The buy and hold strategy is when one simply
buys bitcoin and does not trade further. This would
have yielded a cumulative loss of 16.87%. Comparatively,
In accordance with our methodology algorithm, we get
a cumulative profit of 35%, visible in figure 11. This
answers sub research question two as it provides evidence
that sentiment based indicators can create profitable trading
strategies.

4.3.2 The Market Count Strategy
This strategy simply trades based on tweet volume on a given
day. The sell triggers of the market count strategy are seen
in figure 13 and the buy triggers are seen in figure 13. We
get a cumulative profit of 55.5% as seen in figure 14.Bitcoin
had a cumulative loss of 16.87% as discussed in the previous
section. The “Market Count Strategy” outperforms buying
and holding bitcoin. Further consolidating an answer to the
second sub research question.

4.3.3 Sentiment Analysis Compared Against
Other Trading Strategies

We have already compared our trading strategies to the
strategy of simply buying and holding bitcoin. Now lets
compare our strategy to those of a widely used trading bot
called FreqTrade.[29] From appendix D, it is seen that Low
BB is the best performing inbuilt Freqtrade trading strategy.
This was measured via back testing.[39] Low Bollinger Bands
(Low BB) had a cumulative profit of 475% in the same time
frame as our trading strategy. This outperforms our trading
strategies. Our trading strategies were able to outperform
many other trading strategies created by Freqtrade such as
the Scalp strategy. It is also interesting to note that the
Market Count Strategy outperformed The Market Sentiment
and Market Count Strategy. This provides further evidence
that market sentiment does not correlate with bitcoin price
movements and in actuality tweet volume (how much bitcoin
is discussed online) correlates with bitcoin price movements.

5 Future Works
As a further continuation of this research, one could gather
market sentiment on multiple cryptocurrencies at once and
decide which one to trade based on which is predicted to be

most profitable. This can then be converted in to a portfolio
management tool.

The trading indicator in this research paper can also be
branched in to different versions running simultaneously.
Tweaks can be made with each subsequent alteration. This
will refine the trading indicators and trading strategies. The
predicted outcome is that this will lead to better trading
decisions. The aforementioned trading strategies will be
tested using back testing. This testing depicts how a
trading strategy would perform in the future under the
assumption that past trends continue. Sentiment driven
trading indicators can be combined with other trading
indicators to find out what combination is most profitable.

6 Conclusion
It was observed that bitcoin market sentiment does not
correlate with the price of bitcoin. It was bitcoin market
sentiment in combination with tweet volume that correlated
with the price of bitcoin. A Pearson’s correlation coefficient
of 0.8 was found.

Another finding was that a combination of bitcoin tweet
sentiment and bitcoin related tweet volume did not produce
the most profitable trading strategy. Instead it was bitcoin
related tweet volume produced the most profitable trading.
Thus, we can deduce that tweet volume correlates to bitcoin
price movements better than a combination of tweet volume
and tweet market sentiment. We were able to conclude
that using a trading strategy based off of tweet volume(“the
popularity of the topic of bitcoin on social media”) are
profitable.

One can conclude that sentimental analysis is never a
profitable trading indicator but that trading based on “the
popularity of the topic of bitcoin on social media” is a
profitable trading indicator as long as there is variance in
tweet volume, which is naturally expected to be there and

should follow the normal distribution.
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Appendices

A Market Sentiment and Tweet
Volume Against Bitcoin Price

Figure 7: Market Sentiment and Tweet Volume VS
Bitcoin Price

B Famous Peoples’ Sentiment

Figure 8: Market Sentiment and Tweet Volume Vs Bitcoin
Price

C Trading Strategies

C.1 The Market Sentiment and Market
Count Strategy

Figure 9: Potential Buys - “The Market Sentiment and
Market Count Strategy”

Figure 10: Potential Sells - “The Market Sentiment and
Market Count Strategy”
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Figure 11: Market Sentiment and Market Count Strategy
- Cumulative Profit

C.2 The Market Count Strategy

Figure 12: Potential Buys - “The Count Strategy”

Figure 13: Potential Sells - “The Count Strategy”

Figure 14: Market Count Strategy - Cumulative Profit
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D Freqtrade Trading Strategies

Figure 15: Trading Strategy Back-testing Results
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